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Abstract
Finding experts, publications, and topics is a daily task not only of every scientist and student but also for journalists and
people who search for sources when consuming information. To support this process, we aim to develop a conversational
search engine with which it is possible to search for experts interactively and to explore interesting publications and topics
where existing tools reach their limits. An important aspect of the search is that the search query is formulated in such a
way that it leads to the desired result. However, formulating a query by a user or understanding a query by a system are
challenging tasks. For example, when a query is formulated too unspecific, the search results might not entirely cover the
information need whereby small further pieces of information can help immensely. Current systems do little to accurately
understand the user’s search intent and offer little support during the search process.

Thus, we designed an interactive search engine which runs in a chat window, so that the query can be specified over
several turns until the desired search results are obtained. The search engine initiates the conversation by asking the user
what they want to search for. The user answers in natural language or can choose adequate answers suggested by the system.
The conversation continues until the user has fulfilled their search need or wants to start the conversation from the beginning
in order to perform a new search.
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1. Introduction
In almost every area of research, it is necessary to find
experts and publications for a topic. Whether to form a
new research group, to invite scientists to events, or to
recommend reviewers, the challenge is to find suitable
experts. However, it is not only scientists who need to
find experts, but also people who are no experts such as
journalists, e.g., to select suitable interview guests on cur-
rent news-relevant topics, and laypeople who consume
information and seek to have sources with experts sup-
porting these information. Another important research
task is to find interesting publications or related work.
For a scientist, it is important to know the current state-
of-the-art in order to contextualize one’s own work and
to emphasize what is novel and special about one’s own
work.

However, identifying suitable experts or publications
are difficult tasks not only for computers but also for
humans. For example, when a user is looking for experts,
they often enter a topic into the search engine, which
then checks an index to see which people have published
on this topic. A problem arises when a user does not
make their query specific enough which can occur on
purpose, e.g., when the user makes a navigational search
as well as without purpose, e.g., when the user lacks
knowledge. As a result, the quality of the search results
is not very high and the best results may not be found.
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A user might also not be aware that the scientists are
not well-known in the subject area because the topic of
the search query is too broad a topic. As an example, a
user is looking for an expert for Fairness in Information
Retrieval, but only enters the query “Information Retrieval”
in the search engine. Since experts for Conversational
Information Retrieval are also experts for Information
Retrieval to a certain extent, they are also included in the
search results, even though they are irrelevant for the
user.

Popular search engines for scientific papers, such as
Google Scholar1 or Semantic Scholar2, search large cat-
alogs of publications and also offer the possibility to
browse publications of an author in their profile. Fur-
thermore, statistics such as the number of citations of a
publication or the h-index of an author can also be dis-
played. However, the search options are limited, and the
user is only assisted to a small extent in fulfilling their
search goal, e.g., by displaying related search terms.

To solve the limitations of insufficient attention to the
user’s search intent and lack of search support, a conver-
sational search engine is indispensable. A conversational
search engine assists users in achieving their search in-
tent through a dialogue using natural language. Thereby
it should be possible with the search not only to find
experts, but also to explore interesting publications or
related topics to the search query. The search is to take
place via chat interface and can take several turns.

The conversation is started by the system with an in-
troductory question (such as “Hello, what are you looking

1https://scholar.google.com
2https://www.semanticscholar.org
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Figure 1: The graphical user interface of Conversational Bibli-
ographic Search with a conversation between the system and
a user, in which the user asks an informational question. In
the conversation window the system and the user interact in
natural language. Results of the retrieval system are displayed
in the conversation and additional results are displayed in the
result window.

for? You can search for publications and authors. Just enter
your natural language query.”). After the user entered
their natural language query the system infers the user’s
search intent and uses textual methods to retrieve search
results from an index. The search results as well as a nat-
ural language answer are displayed to the user. Figure 1
shows the GUI with a sample conversation and search
results.

The system response consists of multiple parts. It ex-
plains how the system understands the user query so that
the user can verify that the system had interpreted their
query correctly. When the user asks an informational
query, the system provides the response in natural lan-
guage. During navigational search, the user benefits from
clarification questions and follow-up query suggestions
from the system to clarify or reformulate the question in
order to find interesting publications and authors. For ex-
ample, if a user searches for publications about NLP, the
system could ask whether the user wants to search for
publications about natural language processing or neuro-
linguistic programming.

Besides the presentation of the system architecture
we implemented and evaluated three components: User
Intent Classification & Slot Filling, Search Module and
Conversational Module. The User Intent Classification

& Slot Filling component has two tasks. The goal of
User Intent Classification is to determine the purpose
the user wants to accomplish by using the search engine,
e.g., finding experts, publications, or topics. Slot Filling
extracts the needs from the user utterance. For a prede-
fined set of slots, e.g., author name or publication title, it
determines the values for (slot, value)-pairs. The Search
Module uses the determined information of the User In-
tent Classification & Slot Filling component to query an
index and retrieve the data, e.g., persons or publications.
The Conversational Module generates the natural lan-
guage answer for the retrieved data, asks clarification
questions and suggests follow-up queries. To evaluate
the components we also created a dataset consisting of
user utterances in the context of bibliographic search.

In the future, we not only want to evaluate the indi-
vidual components of this conversational information
retrieval system for bibliographic data, but also want to
work out the advantages and disadvantages of the conver-
sational information retrieval system for bibliographic
data, in comparison to already existing systems that do
not support the user in their search process via natural
language conversations. Which leads us to the research
question: How beneficial is a conversational information
retrieval system for the search of bibliographic data?

2. Related Work
Chat systems such as ChatGPT3 or Microsoft Bing’s new
chat mode4 make conversations between humans and
computers more and more natural, and there are virtu-
ally no limits to what computers and humans can talk
about. With Bing’s new chat mode, Microsoft wants to
support the user in web search, so that they can submit
his query in natural language. When systems support
a user in searching for information through natural lan-
guage interaction, they are called conversational informa-
tion retrieval systems or conversational search systems.
McTear [1] explains what has led to the current advances
in conversational interfaces and why they are an inter-
esting topic today.

Zamani et al. [2] use the definition of conversational
search systems by Radlinski and Craswell [3] and pro-
vide an overview of definitions, applications, interac-
tions, interfaces, design, implementation, and evaluation
of conversational information systems, which include
conversational search as well as conversational question
answering and conversational recommendation. Goa et
al. [4] summarize recent advances in conversational infor-
mation retrieval with a focus on neural approaches and
Zhang et al. [5] discuss recent advances and challenges

3https://chat.openai.com/chat
4https://www.bing.com/search?q=Bing+AI&showconv=1&FORM=
hpcodx
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of task-oriented dialogue systems in their survey.
There are few systems that represent an entire con-

versational information retrieval system. These systems
include the above mentioned ChatGPT and Bing’s chat
mode, as well as XiaoIce (Zhou et al. [6]), a chatbot
also developed by Microsoft, which can support users
in searching and retrieving information. Similarly, few
works like the one by Kaushik et al. [7] exist that study
the graphical user interface of conversational search sys-
tems. They combined a chat window with an extended
standard search interface.

While there exist further works that deal with individ-
ual components of a conversational information retrieval
system, e.g., user intent classification and slot filling (Lou-
van and Magnini [8]) or response generation (Lajewska
and Balog [9]), there is no system that focuses explicitly
on the implementation of a conversational information
retrieval system for bibliographic metadata. In contrast
to the data of the previous mentioned conversational
information retrieval systems, the data of bibliographic
metadata is extensive but domain-specific and search
queries have a vocabulary corresponding to the domain.

Current search engines for bibliographic metadata,
such as dblp5 [10], ResearchGate6, Semantic Scholar
or Google Scholar allow only keyword-based searches.
Kreutz et al. [11] presented SchenQL, a query language
for bibliographic metadata that allows users to make
their queries more easily and precisely. With the conver-
sational search system the user should be able to search
for bibliographic metadata with the support of the system
without prior knowledge.

Another important part in the development a conver-
sational information retrieval system is to understand
the search behaviour of users. Kuhlthau [12] created a
seven step model of users information search process. In
another study, Kuhlthau [13] observed students in their
search process while they were in high school and again
four years later when they were in college to examine
changes in their search behavior.

3. System Architecture
The preliminary architecture of the conversational search
system for bibliographic data is shown in Figure 2. It con-
sists of four main components: User Intent Classification
& Slot Filling, Search Module, Conversational Module,
and Conversation History Module.

The task of User Intent Classification & Slot Filling is
to determine the search intent of the user and to extract
the information given by the user to fulfill their intent. A
search intent can be that the user is searching for persons,
publications or topics. The User Intent Classification &

5https://dblp.uni-trier.de
6https://www.researchgate.net
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Figure 2: Architecture of the conversational search system
for bibliographic metadata.

Slot Filling module consists of a BERT [14] model which
takes the user utterance and the conversation history of
the session as the input, and outputs an user intent label
for the whole utterance and a slot label for each token
of the utterance. For the slot labeling the BIO-tagging
format is used. A token can be classified as the Beginning
of a slot value, as Inside of a slot value, or as Outside of
a slot value.

With the determined user intent and (slot, value)-pairs,
the Search Module searches an index which contains the
bibliographic data. The slots are mapped to different
fields in which a query processor searches for the corre-
sponding values.

The Conversation History Module stores the user
queries as well as the system responses to update the
dialogue state after each turn. The dialogue state is con-
sidered by the User Intent Classification & Slot Filling
component to predict the user intent and slot values of
the next user utterance. The user utterances can also be
used to analyze the user’s search tasks and to improve
the system.

4. Preliminary Implementation
In this section we give an overview of the progress we
made so far and describe the implemented components of
the system architecture (Section 3) in more detail. To eval-
uate the components, we built a dataset of user utterances
(Section 4.1). The dataset is used to train and evaluate
the User Intent Classification & Slot Filling component
(Section 4.2). Initially, the conversational information
retrieval system supports 29 predefined user intents (17
for searching publications and 12 for searching persons)
and 33 predefined slots (16 from publications and 17 from

https://dblp.uni-trier.de
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persons).
With the obtained information from the User Intent

Classification & Slot Filling component an index contain-
ing the bibliographic data (Section 4.3) is queried by the
Search Module (Section 4.4). The Conversational Module
(Section 4.5) uses the results from the User Intent Classifi-
cation & Slot Filling component and the results from the
Search Module to generate a natural language answer to
the user.

4.1. User Utterances
Because there is no dataset of user utterances in the do-
main of search for bibliographic data with labelled slots
for the tokens of the user utterances, we created a dataset
containing 620 user utterances.

For the predefined set of user intents and slots, we ran-
domly combined a user intent with a slot. We created one
(user intent, slot)-pair for each user intent and one (user
intent, slot)-pair for each slot. We formulated for each
pair a user utterance, a user of a conversational informa-
tion retrieval system might ask a conversational search
system for bibliographic data. E.g., we formulated for
the pair (publication, publication.topic) the ut-
terance "Who has published a paper about Conversational
Information Retrieval?.

Then we used ChatGPT to rephrase these utterances
and checked the returned reformulations. We made sure
that the reformulated utterances still have the same mean-
ing and contain the same slots as the given utterances.
We added nine reformulations and the original utterance
to the dataset. In total the dataset contains for each ut-
terance ten different formulations.

The slot values of each formulation are filled with ran-
dom values from the bibliographic database, e.g., the
publication.topic slot is filled by keywords con-
tained in the database. To allow the system to recognize
questions that are not related to any of the predefined
intents, we added questions from the Quora-Question-
Pairs dataset7. We used the created dataset to train and
evaluate the User Intent Classification & Slot Filling com-
ponent.

4.2. User Intent Classification & Slot
Filling

The User Intent Classification & Slot Filling module has
two tasks. The first task is to determine the user intent
from the user utterances and the second task is to ex-
tract the slot values from the user utterances. We used a
joint intent classification and slot filling model based on
BERT [14, 15].

7https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/quora/question-pairs-dataset

To determine the user intent and the slot values, the
BERT model adds a special token at the beginning of the
user utterance. The output for the special token is the
user intent label of the user utterance. For each token of
the user utterance the slot label is returned. A token can
either be classified as the Beginning of a slot value, as
Inside of a slot value, or as Outside of a slot value. The
BERT model achieves an accuracy of 0.955 for predicting
the user intent. The f1-score for predicting slot values is
0.968.

4.3. Bibliographic Database
As a database, we use the dblp and extended it with data
from standard data sources such as Semantic Scholar.
The dblp is a bibliography containing information of
computer science journals and proceedings. We enriched
the dblp data with information retrieved from the Se-
mantic Scholar API8. The Semantic Scholar API provides
information about publications and persons which is not
available in the dblp, e.g., the abstract, a summary or
academic categories of the publication. This information
will be displayed to the user. We use the dblp xml file9 to
build a Lucene10 index containing the dblp data and the
retrieved information from Semantic Scholar. The index
is queried by the Search Module.

4.4. Search Module
The Search Module queries a Lucene index containing
the bibliographic data. The results of the User Intent
Classification & Slot Filling determine how the query
will be build. The query consists of multiple subqueries.
For each slot a subquery will be added to the query if the
User Intent Classification & Slot Filling module detected
values for this slot. The subquery of each slot will then
search in one or multiple fields of the index. The results
will be displayed to the user.

4.5. Conversational Module
The Conversational Module generates the natural lan-
guage answer of the system. It uses templates to generate
the answer. The determined user intent and slots by the
User Intent Classification & Slot Filling module and the
retrieved results by the Search Module are inserted in
the templates. Currently, we use templates to summarize
the results of the User Intent Classification & Slot Fill-
ing components, and to formulate the natural language
response to the user request.

8https://www.semanticscholar.org/product/api
9https://dblp.org/xml/
10https://lucene.apache.org/core/



5. Discussion & Future Work
We discussed the idea of combining the search of biblio-
graphic metadata by means of a conversational retrieval
system. We presented an architecture of such a system
and so far, we implemented three components of the
system: User Intent Classification & Slot Filling, Search
Module and Conversational Module. Next, we will imple-
ment the remaining component, the Conversation His-
tory Module. The Conversation History Module tracks
the dialogue state of the conversation between the sys-
tem and the user. It incorporates previous turns of the
conversation into the User Intent Classification & Slot
Filling component. With the current dialogue state from
the conversation history and a new user utterance the
system is able to detect changes in the user intent and
the (slot, value)-pairs. To train the system for multi-turn
conversations, we will create a multi-turn conversation
dataset for bibliographic search through studying how a
conversation between a user and conversational search
system might evolve during a search session. Each turn
of the dataset’s conversations will be annotated with the
current user intent and (slot, value)-pairs.

Besides the evaluation of the individual components
of our proposed conversational information retrieval sys-
tem Conversational Bibliographic Search, we will evalu-
ate the system as an entirety in user studies. To examine
the usefulness of a conversational retrieval system for
bibliographic data and to answer the research question,
we plan to evaluate our system by comparing it to exist-
ing bibliographic search engines in terms of effectiveness,
efficiency, and user satisfaction. We will also compare
our system with approaches that use Large Language
Models (LLMs). Because of the high computation and
storage cost we are currently not planning to train a sin-
gle LLM for bibliographic search. Another disadvantage
of using a single LLM instead of our approach could be
the problem of LLM hallucination.

Instead, we want to explore the extent to which LLMs
can be used in each component. For example, we could
use LLMs to generate the natural language response.
LLMs could also be trained to ask clarification questions
and to suggest follow-up queries to the user.

In user studies, we want to identify how a conver-
sational information retrieval system can help users to
fulfill their information need. We also want to gain in-
sights into the information tasks of different user groups,
e.g., students vs. more advanced researchers. After identi-
fying user tasks, we examine for which task users benefit
the most from an information retrieval system support-
ing conversational search and infer from these results for
which user group a conversational information retrieval
system would be most useful.
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